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Introduction to the Scripture
I’ve spent a lot of time this summer talking about the United Church of Christ National

Youth Event, asking us to hold in prayer the four teenagers who went to Orlando, FL to be

with their fellow church members from around the country, and even the world. And thank

you for those prayers. I swear, they were felt… Travel and new experiences are wonderful,

but also tender places, and as you go, it means a lot to be held by a community and a

home that cares for you.

We did a lot of things in that time, and I want to make sure I say, ask them for their

experiences… And, show up later in the fall when they will share some in worship with us

all. But I wanted to share some of mine with you today while those experiences of travel,

worship, service, and learning are still fresh. In worship, 3000 young people and all, many of

our services focused on texts from today’s reading from Hebrews in the New Testament.

It’s likely that what we were reading is a very early example of a genre that became near

and dear to our tradition—it’s probably a sermon. You’ll hear within it the re-telling and re-

interpretation of our holy story in a way that I hope that you’ve had some experience with.

As a fair warning, it tells a big arc of our common story of faith… So some of it is pretty, and

some not so much, we’re gonna have saints and not so saints and martyrs, oh my. But if you

can, listen to the whole story’s arc…from this great story and cast of characters, Hebrews

wants to invite us into the narrative. Listen in.

Sermon
“Faith”, as a word, has been through an awful lot.

http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Hebrews+11:1-3,+29-12:2


It produces anxiety in a lot of places. In the world at large, where we are vigilant to watch

out for how faith and public life intersect… In the church, it’s word that we seem to worry

over as we enter into a chapter in our “faith tradition”… Wondering what will survive—and

what may not—this next evolution.

I would say most of these anxieties hearten back to a time when suddenly, rather than

simply talking about faith, we became aware of something that we call The Faith. It’s a thing

you can get knighted for, right? Geoff, Earl of Havisham on Knightsbridge, Defender of the

Faith. (Nobody calls me that right now, but, you know… I got plans.)

The Faith is a thing. It’s solid. It doesn’t really move. It has to have edges, borders,

boundaries. You get a nice sharp edge on the faith, and you can have heretics, and

enemies, and outcasts… Even in this the whole of the Hebrews text, we have to be careful

as the Jewish followers of Christ keep trying to build a wall around the Jews who weren’t

followers of Christ.

So I have to admit I can be, to use the technical term, schkeeved out a bit when people

start talking an awful lot about the faith.

So between that and the martyrs, I was, I’ll admit a little surprised by the choice to get 3000

well-loved, happy, healthy teenagers… when a lot of their immediate predecessors have

left the faith… together and read to them from this ancient sermon. I wondered if it was

too inaccessible, too much, too “faith-y.”

Hebrews, though, reminds us…

Faith… here, in this sermon to our ancestors, was not a collection of facts that they were

supposed to believe in. It was not some opposite of learning, or knowledge, or… they

didn’t call it this yet, but still… science. Faith wasn’t a box to hop in and shut the door.

Faith… The conviction of things not seen… Assurance of things hoped for. And it’s part of a

story.



Making Meaning
What I came away from a week with our youth and this scripture was a reminder faith can

be our active participation is in shaping and making our own personal story part of God’s

great story of love.

Sharon Daloz Parks[1], a scholar and theologian who has done a lot of work on young adult

development[2], talks about “faithing”—the verb. That faith is an activity of making meaning

of one’s life. For me, that’s what this great re-telling of Hebrews shows us. That faith is the

process through which we are convicted that all the parts of our life, seen and unseen… are

part of our story and part of God’s story.

What makes the Red Sea crossing a great story of faith isn’t that they crossed the sea… But

that for them it was a sign of God’s desire for their liberation from bondage. Someone

please tell the History Channel before we get another bad documentary… What makes the

faith of the martyrs so powerful is not that they died, but that they died in love with God’s

story of love in their lives. What makes our great faith story so great here, we are reminded,

is not the finer points of incarnation… but the living of Jesus’s life story that we might know

God so loves the world to come be human with us, and know the joy, and cost, of working

I walked away from worship with our young people and lots of others excited, because I

think everybody in the room got it… We didn’t need them to sign up for the faith… We

needed them to sign up for living faith… In other words, for deciding to have lives of

meaning. Lives that tell a story, and lives that walk along side God’s story of love and

justice, that we tell in a thousand different ways in our scripture, churches, and

communities.

I walked with them as they learned from the stories, meaning, and lives of other youth and

young adults…from Johnny Perez, out of 13 years in prison, and working to reform the use

of solitary confinement. From Jade Siriani,

Important things to note: faith isn’t a thing that makes everything go well. We get Israel
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freed from Egypt here in this text, but we also get martyrs sacrificed on the altar of empire.

So if anyone tries to tell you that faith is about positive thinking that doesn’t name injustice,

or despair, or death… you just kiss that mess up to heaven and keep walking.

Michelle Williams, one of the organizers in the faith community in Ferguson, MO reminded

the youth, that our Jesus story is one in which God comes to show glory all the places that

have been outcast. You haven’t lived until you’ve heard a preacher call out Jesus living in

the life of a young, black, transgender woman… and living in all the places of us that have

been shut down or shut out. The crowd. went. wild.

We need our youth (and, you know, all of us) to understand that just as much as we need to

be reminded. That faith is not a magic elixir for happiness… It is a process for making

meaning of happiness—and sorrow—so that we might from them mine purpose and even

hope. If we try and sell them the shiny version… Well, they’ll be justified in looking back at

us betrayed when some shipwreck in their life comes… If we show them the work, the path

we’re all on in faith… Well, then, they’ll know that they have a community to trust in, one

that will keep putting one foot in front of the other with them…

The Continuing Story
“Faith,” then, can never be static… because we are never done experiencing the meaning

of existence, until we—you know—are. A faith that stopped making meaning at the far

bank of the Red Sea would be incomplete at the foot of the cross, and, boy do we ever

need to remember… a faith that stops at the foot of the cross is incomplete in the face of

the empty tomb on Easter morning. And even then, the journey goes on…

It is the same for our youth… maybe some of the stories are fresher, or they haven’t

experienced a particular high or low yet, or maybe they’ve just had a few less repetitions of

that chorus we all love: rebirth.

But you want to know how incredible life is here? How much new story gets written in this

place?



We get to see our kids, and our youth realize and claim an identity within their families and

our community…

We get to see young adults come to our college town to claim their own identity suddenly

outside their family and community of origin.

We get to see adults become parents and try claim a new identity as a source of learning

and love for new life.

We get to see our elders coming into this community after careers and vocations well

spent, trying to discover their identity in the new vocation of retirement.

That’s right, I just called all you seniors adolescents. Now buckle down and decide what you

want to be when you grow up, huh?

All of these are stories that can be told in the light of God’s story. And need to be.

We are never done as individuals, and so, thankfully, we are never done here in our

community, in the church universal… We are always a community whose story is under

construction. We’re about to kick off a celebration of 300 years we’ve been making

meaning here in our community of Brunswick. There have been some really remarkable

stories told here….

So the question is, are we all faith-ing? What meaning are you making, what story are you

telling in your life, and where does it touch the great stories we tell here of history and

hope, martyrs and more…



1. Daloz Parks, Sharon. Big Questions, Worthy Dreams: Mentoring Young Adults in Their

Search for Meaning, Purpose, and Faith. Jossey-Bass, 2000.  ↩

2. There’s a pretty good summary of Sharon Daloz Parks “Theory of Development” that

students at the University of Texas Education department came up with. Here’s a video they

created.  ↩
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